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Charlene SanJenko is a 2x Founder, Indigenous Impact
Producer, and Media Visionary. At 50, she stepped
fully into her role as a modern-day medicine woman
through the power of media.
Charlene believes that impact media will follow in the
footsteps of impact investing this decade. As the
Indigenous Founder of PowHERhouse, Charlene is a
bridge between two cultures in our country.
Charlene is from the Splatsin band, the most southern tribe of the Secwépemc (Shuswap) Nation
in British Columbia and now resides on the beautiful Sunshine Coast with her husband, Ben, and
step-daughter, Willow, since 2004, the traditional territory of the Squamish (skwxwú7mesh)
First Nations where she enjoys hiking, horses, and regular connection with nature.
A former two-term Gibsons municipal politician, competitive athlete + performance coach,
social impact entrepreneur since 2000, two-time YWCA Women of Distinction Award Nominee (2014
& 2022), and community economic development enthusiast, Charlene is able to hold the vision
for the End Game, walk-the-
walk through a 
PowHERhouse-designed changemaking process, and
synthesize the efforts necessary to enjoy the greatest leverage, clarity, traction, and
fulfillment for individual leaders, organizations, communities, and the collective whole.
In the mid-90’s Charlene worked in a privately owned brokerage firm in the investment services
industry. Her days were spent placing trades on various stock markets and keeping blue-buy
tickets and pink-sell tickets straight. Now, Charlene brokers impact. Since 2013, she has led
a passionate team at PowHERhouse Impact Media Group in the digital media arts space, thriving
to create and produce trajectory-shifting projects, programming, and meaningful experiences.

To shift society, we must shift the narrative.
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Charlene believes that media is the most powerful trajectory-shifting vehicle of our
generation. The total advertising expenditure in North America (2019) was $253.6
billion U.S. dollars and is projected to reach $254 billion dollars by the end of
2022. Charlene is a media visionary and an intermediary of impact who is innovating a
path to use brand dollars better to shift behaviors before they become social,
environmental, and economic problems. She is launching her second company, reGEN
impact media inc., to bring her vision to life.

WHAT IS IMPACT MEDIA?
You've been working in media as an impact champion for the last decade. Can you help us
understand what impact media means and did you choose it, or did it choose you?
Charlene: Impact media ‘invited’ me in with a curiosity or calling. I can trace it back. I’ve
always been inspired by Oprah’s impact in the world. I’ve always been frustrated by botox and
fake boobs on magazine covers. I’ve always been deeply inspired by an uplifting musical
performances or experiential theatre productions where hearts are opened right up.
For every sensory experience that we have, it's either going to bring us up, or it's going to
bring us down. It's either going to bring us closer to who we really are, or distract us away
from it.
I just watched five people being shot in about five seconds... Is that media clip taking me
closer to the human being I want to be? Or is it taking me further away? I believe media is the
most powerful influencer of who we are and who we want to be as a society. I don't think
there's anything more powerful. Impact media deliberately and intentionally chooses to lift
society, one project at a time, one experience at a time, one creative endeavor at a time, and
one impact champion story at a time. If it is the most powerful tool out there lifting society,
I want to be a part of it. That’s why I’m launching reGEN impact media!
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Can you share with us more about your approach to media through the understanding of interconnectedness?
Charlene: It's not about you, it's not about me, it's about us. Your highest gifting doesn't
belong to you. We are all interconnected beings having an experience in this lifetime. When
we find and bring out our highest gifting, it is for the interconnected mass that is us. It's
for all of us. For all of our relations. How did we get to be so insular? This is not about
me, this is for us. This is for all of us. When I finally got that, things got lighter and
more energized. I got out of my own way. But it also arrived with a sense of deep
responsibility. The world deserves all of you. How dare you not give it all. What gets me
excited about impact media is, I feel like if I can work with those who are ready to model
that - to be seen fully - then that's what will become the norm.
I believe that humans are operating at only 15% of what we're truly capable of if we would
let ourselves play at our highest potential for our collective greatest good.

You have this saying about 'money being left on the table'. What does that mean in connection to impact
media?
Charlene: If the game that we're playing is to shift society by what we're consuming through
media every day, if we want our behaviours to elevate, we need to get upstream of the
societal problems that are bogging us down on all levels, and elevate what we're paying
attention to. As someone who came from an investment services background, I learned how to
turn over all of the rocks to see who the players might be to put a deal together. The
players in this game of impact media are: the creators, storytellers, and artists-of-impact
who are telling the stories, the producers like me who are willing, ready, and wanting to
help those stories come alive in the world, and the third piece, the conscious advertiser,
progressive brand, or innovative impact investor.
I believe that the advertising industry wants to catch up with the social impact and social
innovation industry. I believe that brands, brand specialists, conscious advertisers and
marketing executives are out there who have done expansive personal growth work. Let’s call
them ‘next-level conscious and caring leaders’... They're at a tipping point, and they want
to invest in quality campaigns, meaningful projects, and experiential events that build brand
legacy and bring their EVP (emotional value proposition) fully alive!
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They have money to spend, and they are no longer happy creating commercials only to ‘schluck-out’
their products and services. Our job in the world of narrative-shifting impact is to give them
the clear and obvious stepping stones - obvious opportunities - to participate in viable,
interesting, quality wrap-around campaigns, projects, and sensory-captivating opportunities,
because with them, their brand legacy will be built, EVP demonstrated, their customers and
employees will be happy, and they'll be well-positioned as an impact champion to all of their
stakeholders, industry contacts, and future recruits.
They are SEEN as the good guys they are. They're literally helping to solve the world's problems
of tomorrow by elevating humanity as the narrative we consume daily elevates. Pent-up energy is
released that can be used to fuel exponential impact. I just don't see a downside. The market
that's currently being left on the table is over $250 billion in US dollars spent on advertising
annually in North America.

IMPACT MEDIA AND HOW HEALING HAPPENS
As an Indigenous woman with ancestral knowledge and wisdom, and as a modern-day medicine woman
using media as your medicine, what you might want to share with us about your journey.
Charlene: For me, this journey is all about coming home. At our very core, as humans, we can feel
how far we are currently from our center. If we’re honest with ourselves and turn down the
distractions, I think we can agree that we're obviously off-kilter. And if we can tune into our
heart, our soul, our breath, or whatever your word is, at our center, there is something that
we've forgotten. I'm not going to say lost. I'm purposely saying that we've forgotten. We've gone
off-track, and hence the ‘coming home’.
What pulls me to impact media so powerfully is that ultimately, I'm an optimist. Ultimately, I'm
a visionary, and I know it's in there for most people. I see it. With enough little clues, enough
little hits, enough little reminders, enough little insights, I believe, as a society, we can get
back on track.
We can come home. Remembering precedes reconciliation. Regenerative media cues remembering.
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The power of what we see everyday can lead us there.
Media can remind us of who we really are. Don't forget who you really are...
reminding us with tiny hits of communication and conversation. I think it could be
inevitable. I want to make it inevitable that as a society, we come back together.
We come back to remembering why we're here in the first place. We don't need to get
in a rocket ship and go somewhere else. We need to go deep inside with gratitude and
remember who we are, why we're here, and that we are all connected.
Indigenous people are storytellers. There's a reason that stories are passed down
from generation to generation to generation. It's so we don't forget where we've
come from, what we believe, what we value, and that our future ancestors are relying
on us to do better and be better human beings.
So why wouldn't we - being older than this country - why wouldn't we choose to
remember? We are remembering...
And we can return home to lift society with media.
To find out more about Charlene SanJenko and reGEN media, reach out to her
at charlene@regenimpactmedia.com.

